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The core mechanic of Lumbermancer is controlling both the lumbermancing wizard and the lumbermancered logs
simultaneously!

This is the Lumbermancer. He has the power to summon log minions to do his dark dark dark dark bidding, to cast spells, and
to collect the resources to progress through the stages. He can't directly slay the creatures of the forest though! And he can't

defend himself! For that, he relies on...

These Logs! You can summon a log, and manipulate what type of log it is on the fly. Each of the four types serves a particular
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purpose. The shovel log can plant seeds to fill your wood supply, powering your lumbermancing abilities. The sword log can
move quickly and perform melee attacks to kill the beasts of the woods. The torch log is needed to keep your Lumbermancer's
lantern lit so that you can see your way through the dark forest. The arrow log moves slow, but can perform ranged attacks to

stick arrows in enemy buns.

By controlling the wizard with one hand and your log with the other, you have to navigate your way through enemies and keep
your Lumbermancer alive!

There are four main areas of the woods, plus an unlockable endless forest, a secret boss, and a shop.

In the shop, you can trade souls with Death to get powerful and sometimes not-so-powerful spells! Like lazer eyes and a naked
code! You perform these spells with the hand that controls the wizard, through an ancient arcane movement of the

joystick/keypad. Imagine doing a Hadouken in Street Fighter, but instead of a fireball coming out, you make a pig appear.
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Even wizards with unimaginable powers aren't always on epic quests. In Lumbermancer, the stakes are pretty low. The fate of
the world isn't in your hands, and there's no princess to be saved. BUT! It is lunchtime. And there's only one thing your guts
desire...a sandwich. You know where to get the ingredients. Holy Toast from the Ghost King, Witch's Lettuce from the Bell
Witch, Toadmatoes from the Swamp, and a slice of the Devil's Bologna. That's not to say that it won't be dangerous. These

creatures won't give up their treasures easily...
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 250 MB available space
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It's a really good game, grand strategic view of WWIII.

Pick either the USA, the EU or Russia, and lead your army to victory. Defeat the other factions piece by piece and wrest control
of the globe from them. This game has excellent use of tactics, allowing you voice command of your forces, and tactical
command in a theatre over your teams. While the number of units used in each battle is relatively small, it's still high enough to
have a pitched battle over the map.

One of the best aspects is the conquering of your enemies' capital. The well rendered maps really help with this, and make the
game that more in-depth. The game at its pinnacle is brilliant - artillery pounding the Capitol Building in Washington as infantry
run for cover, gunships tearing across the sky by the Eiffel Tower as Russian tanks roll through the Paris streets, and the Red
Army's stand at the Kremlin as - once again - the invader attempts to seize Moscow. Each faction has certain advantages, but at
the same time they are all fairly well matched.

Fantastic game, excellent strategic overview and all round great package.
9/10. Everyone is right on the money. Its pretty cool to fly around but at the moment is just a tutorial. Just get it. its free and like
all VR games takes up so little space. At least keep an eye on it because if done right this could be a real winner. Maybe as fun
as Battle Dome dare i say?

for the dev(s): Kinda strange that you only strafe left/right, forward/back, up/down but you have to physcially rotate to turn. I
forsee this being an issue with tangling your cord. Some sort of rotate would be nice, whether its the trackpad or thru turning
your head.. something. Other than that.. I think its pretty sweet.

oh ya -- the wind sounds are a nice touch as you're flying but when you stop moving and hover the sound goes away so quickly
and its so "empty" of sound its jarring. A nice little puzzle platformer about a time-travelling scientist and his time-stopping
snail friend, perfect for children.. How can we not love this?. Extremely short story that's a bit too convoluted and not too
interesting.. Meme Like Game...

Easy and Fast to get to 100% Achievements

. This game momentarily reminded me of Tower Madness. Until after a couple easy and moderate levels I discovered a very
limited and unbalance game. Tower ranges are poorly designed or maybe its the maps? Some towers on some maps can only be
placed so close to the action, which is just barely in range enough to get off maybe one shot.

Pitiful economics and difficulty balancing. Even for a verteran of the genre and being one who welcomes a challenge, I found
this TD game to be mediocre at best, and frequently more annoying than fun.. A fun game for fans of oldschool platformers.
And by oldschool I mean SNES\/Genesis, not PS1 despite its initial release platforms. Note: ignore short Steam play time,
played it a lot on my PC many years ago.
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- it's just an old 1997 PC port. Options available only on toolbar in windowed mode. Options themselves are very limited.
- glitchy audio during cutscenes
- no in-game explanations of more advanced moves, you have to read manual or help file
- combat's a bit clunky because of short delay between attacks
- getting a password requires collecting all 4 password vases within a single stage

? enemy difficulty ramps up starting from stage 3
? single full playthrough will last for around 1-2 hours (beginner difficulty lock you out of final two stages)

+ mix of 3D backgrounds and 2D sprites holds up to this day
+ music's a banger
+ controls are pretty smooth with the exception of combat
+ robust stages that reward you for exploration. Climb up trees, walk off the main path either to the side or the
foreground\/background planes for goodies that reward you with lives and continues
+ two extra gameplay styles don't overshadow the main one
+ cheap price. I got this game in a Humble Bundle. It was waaaay too hard for me. If you like bullet hell games this may be for
you...but I didn't enjoy it.. Probably got game of the year like 24.5 years in a row or something
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It's A pretty fun game. Im always looking for a game like this. One thing that does bother me is, if you lose the game (Go
Bankrupt) you need to re create a person. This got annoying as I was trying to learn the game and it kept on making me re create
the person. Overall, good game!. Great 21:9 Support. Game is very shallow and repetitive. Very little variety. Incredibly
overpriced for what it delivers. Don't spend more than a dollar on this game.. this would be a ok game if it was free there are
better games out there for free with better graphics and so on for the price diffo not worth it and seems to be rushed out and not
finished and diffo noth worth that maount of money so will be getting a refund as you cant get in a game and play with your
friends at all just about a SOLO ROUND. one of the best fighting game in VR, Fast and action packed, but the AI needs work,
All opentents are very unnautrl and olny pefrom a few atacks over and over again, and I would like to hack of a limb like in
Gorn.. I slept with my raptor to spite the god of shadows and monsters.

An interesting game that takes parts of Pokemon (you capture dinosaurs to fight for you), FF (your weapons and armor
customize your class), and MMO's (you auto-attack and manage MP for critical fights). The game follows an intersting story of
an unwilling protagonist trapped in torment by the god of shadows and monsters who is trying to break free but just keeps
dying. So don't be afraid to die as the story is told through deaths and repeating the same initial areas but constantly expanding
into new territory.
The controls are a little confusing but once you get used to them, you keep pushing further and furthing into the world to figure
out what is going on, and trying to craft better equipment from recessed dragons that have a personal grudge against you.
It's an odd sensation of guilt and curiosity to see how it progresses.. For the price of this game, you could have gone to see
Marvel's Black Panther in theaters right now, but why the ♥♥♥♥ would you watch some middling ♥♥♥♥ing piece of cinema
when you could engage in the highest form of videogame art by playing SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE?

It has everything the kids are raving about these days:
-fighting girls
-anime sounds
-skeletons

Buy it.. I found this game to be very simplistic, it basically resolves around solving simple puzzles which i found to be very
irratating. It may have been the fact that i was stressed out as your timed on the puzzles and recieve either a bronze, silver or
gold medal for how well you do and constantly told how 'rubbish' you are if you do badly, which seems kinda harsh for a fairly
kid friendly orentated game. I would consider this much more like a kids version of professor layton. All in all i found this to be
a very unappealing and annoying game, which didn't have a very exciting story to it and was far to simplistic for my liking and
had very crude humour. Enjoyed Detective Grimoire so much more than i did this game.. I love this add on. The paint schemes
are great! The passenger cars are amazing, in my opinion the passenger cars are what make this one fantastic! Also, it includes
scenarios for Feather River Canyon and Soldier Summit.
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